American Dirt: A Novel
By Jeanine Cummins
(Random House, 9780525520876, $27.99)
“American Dirt is a beautiful, heartbreaking odyssey, a vivid world filled with angels and demons, one I only wanted to leave so I could get my heart out of my throat. Cartel violence sends a mother and her son careening north from Acapulco toward the relative safety of the United States, and every moment of their journey is rendered in frantic, sublime detail. Danger lurks around the corner of every paragraph, but so does humanity, empathy, and stunning acts of human kindness. You will feel the toll of every mile, the cost of every bullet, and the power of every page. A wonder.”
—Thatcher Svekis, DIESEL, A Bookstore, Santa Monica, CA
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Black Leopard, Red Wolf: A Novel
By Marlon James
Riverhead Books
9780735220188, $18
Recommended in hardcover by Caleb Masters, Bookmarks, Winston-Salem, NC

Daisy Jones & The Six: A Novel
By Taylor Jenkins Reid
Ballantine Books
9781524798642, $17
Recommended in hardcover by Serena Wyckoff, Copperfish Books, Punta Gorda, FL

Freefall: A Novel
By Jessica Barry
Harper Paperbacks
9780062874849, $16.99
Recommended in hardcover by Mary O’Malley, Anderson’s Bookshop, La Grange, IL

Inheritance: A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love
By Dani Shapiro
Anchor
9780525543403, $16.95
Recommended in hardcover by Roxanne Coady, R.J. Julia Booksellers, Madison, CT
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By Tara Conklin
William Morrow Paperbacks
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